
When ArtBasel/Miami Beach
opened its doors to VIP guests yes-
terday at noon, the surge of people
desperate to get in almost knocked
one of this newspaper’s correspon-
dents off her feet. A few minutes
later visitors were observed run-
ning through the aisles.

Serious collectors seen touring
the stands shortly after the doors

opened included local collectors
Don and Mera Rubell as well as
Marty Margulies and Norman
Braman.

The fabled New York collector
Hubert Neumann proudly pushed
his five month grandson Lachlan

to the front of the pre-opening
crowd. “This baby is like a divin-
ing rod, if his stroller starts swerv-
ing in front of a booth it’s a clear
sign to buy.” Indeed Lachlan was
later to be seen with his tiny fin-
ger being jiggled by one of
Emanuel Perrotin’s gallery  staff
while negotiating a Xavier
Veilhan sculpture, one of

Neumann’s favoured artists.
Equally tempted by the Veilhan
were Los Angeles collectors
Lenore & Herb Shore, who have
the world’s largest Basquiat stock.

Joseph Rishel, chief curator of
the Philadelphia Museum of Art,

was seen touring the stands with
a group of patrons; he reserved
Thomas Hirschhorn’s Camo-out-
growth (winter) from Paris’s
Crousel, a work composed of 131
world globes arranged on a series
of shelves. Other senior curators
touring the stands included John
Elderfield, Chief Curator in the
Department of Painting and
Sculpture at MoMA and Whitney
Museum director Adam
Weinberg. David Kiehl, the
Whitney curator of the current
Tuttle show admitted: “I’m really
concentrating on just one artist,
yes, Tuttle.” Sperone Westwater
had sold a metal alphabet work
by Tuttle within minutes of open-
ing. “The collectors have finally
caught up to Tuttle,” Kiehl said,

as if his touring major show had
nothing to do with it.

Not everyone was in a rush to
spend: New Jersey mega-collec-
tor David Teiger admitted within
minutes of opening: “I haven’t
bought a thing yet—but that may

be because I heavily dose myself
with sedatives before the doors
open: it helps slow me down.”
Despite that he was seen in deep
consultation with Michele
Macarrone. “The quality of the
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The only work The Art Newspaper can afford to buy
The Art Newspaper’s editorial
team was incredibly excited to
discover Rirkrit Tiravanija and
Superflex’s Social pudding on
offer at the ABMB stand of the
Los Angeles gallery 1301PE (N6).
For only $0.99 you can buy your
very own box of ingredients
which will enable you to make
(and then consume) a traditional
Thai dessert of coconut and
organe and then take home the
ingredients box as a souvenir.
And if your salary stretches to a
bit more than ours, the entire
installation is on sale for
$125,000

Yesterday’s by-invitation only
brunch “Art, Money & Power:
Collecting and Investing in
Today’s Market” was standing-
room only. 

The sponsors included finan-
cial players such as the Fine Art
Fund, Santander Private Banking
and insurers Hiscox. “The best
collections have been built by
buying against the fashions of the
moment,” said private dealer and
adviser Daniella Luxembourg,
who cited Old Masters as one
strongly under-valued category
while questioning contemporary
art’s staying power. “My daugh-
ter started working at an auction
house recently, and I advised her
to take catalogues from 15 years
ago and study how hype and fash-
ion affects the art market,”
Luxembourg said.

Opinions differed about the
future direction of the contempo-

rary art market. Frieze fair
founder Amanda Sharp predicted
more of the same surging profile
for contemporary art, barring an
economic cataclysm.
Art&Auction magazine’s Judd
Tully took a more pessimist
stance, saying: “It’s buoyant, but
it can’t rise like this forever.” 

On balance, however, the pan-
elists said a full-on 1990s-style
crash was unlikely. Japan’s eco-
nomic woes caused much of that
collapse, Luxembourg argued.
“But today’s art market is much
more globalised: the buyers come
from all over and are not connect-
ed. So if the Russians suddenly
pull out, so what?” In this larger
market Amy Cappellazzo,
Christies co-head Contemporary
Art, predicted: “If there’s a cor-
rection, it will be artist-by-artist,
not across the board.”
Marc Spiegler

Collapse of contemporary 
market is unlikely, say 
contemporary dealers

Reserved by the Philadelphia Museum of Art: Thomas Hirschhorn’s installation of globes at Crousel

“Some collectors are employing the ‘spray 
and pray’ technique, meaning they go in, buy
everything they can and hope the artist will
become famous.”
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